TUTORIAL 1A
TL PLAN VIEW ROUTING USING XYZ DATA IN THE DLTCAD DEMO.
Step 1: Obtain XYZ data for the proposed TL Project. These topographical data is usually provided in an
Excel spreadsheet by land surveyors. Here is a sample data that can be used for training purposes:

From this spreadsheet, the information to be loaded in the DLTCAD Demo is the following:
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Step 2: Open Windows Notepad and copy this new spreadsheet on the Notepad. See Figure 1.

Figure 1
Step 3: On the Notepad window click File then Save As to open this window. Here click in Documents
and open it. This is the place where the Notepad file will be stored. Give it a file name with an UTM
extension, like this: JOB1.utm. Also, in Save As Type select All Files. Check that Encoding should be
ANSI. Then click Save. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Step 4: Open DLTCAD 2014 and click on Documents to open it. Type in the Notepad file name JOB1.utm
and select Data Format XYZ(*UTM,*TXT.). See Figure 3.
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Figure 3
Step 5: Click Open and the following window will show up on the screen:

Figure 4
Step 6: Notice that some of the names on the column titles do not match. To correct this situation
check the box located in the rectangle labeled Move First Row. See Figure 5.
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Figure 5
After moving the two top rows closed together it is possible to match the top row column titles with the
lower row column titles. Some top columns have drop down menus and some columns allow editing by
typing and matching the titles. This step can also be used to correct any XYZ data that might have been
entered incorrectly in the spread sheet. Match titles: Attribute and Label. See Figure 6.

Figure 6
Step 7: Click Next to produce on the screen a window with all the XYZ data in the right columns. See
Figure 7.
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Figure 7
Step 8: Clicking Apply, all the XYZ data points will show up on the screen. See Figure 8.

Figure 8

Step 9: Preparation to display the TL Plant View routing.
In the software graphical interface, click on the Project Data tab. See Figure 12.
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Figure 12

Click on the Attributes Table icon. This table has been written in Spanish; however all the obstacles as
well as the vertical safety clearances are editable and can be translated into other languages in order to
comply with safety codes used in many countries, including the NESC in the USA. The vertical and
horizontal safety clearances shown in the Attributes Table correspond to different high voltages used in
transmission lines. See Figure 13.

Figura 13
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An English translation table with the Codes and Descriptions found in Spanish in the Attribute Types
(Obstacles) window of the DLTCAD Demo is the following:
No.
CODE
DESCRIPTION
SPANISH
3
PointV
Vertices
Vertices
4
Mroad
Main Road
Carretera Principal
5
Sroad
Secondary Road Carretera Secundaria
6
Rstreet
Rural Street
Calles Rurales
7
Bpath
Bridelpath
Camino de Herradura
8
Rroad
Railroad
Via Ferrea
9
River
River
Rio
10
Lake
Lake
Lago
11 TL138kV Cross TL138kV
Cruce LT 138 KV
12 TL23kV
Cross DL23kV
Cruce LD 23 kV
13 LV Pole Low voltage pole
Poste Voltaje Bajo
14
V200
Vertices
Vertices
Translation Table
In this tutorial, the XYZ data loaded in the software requires that a river crosses the TL between vertices
V3 and V4. Also, that a Main Road crosses the TL between vertices 6 and 7. Besides, the starting and
final points of the TL are at V200. Therefore, we edit items 4, 9, and 14 of the Attributes Type
(Obstacles Table) so that we can proceed with finding the Plant View of the proposed TL routing. See
Figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14
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Figure 15
Step 10: After editing all the required language changes in the Attribute Types (Obstacles) Table. Click
Accept. Note that Save Default could be used to save the information in another file, for future use;
however it is not an activated option for the DLTCATD Demo.
Step 11: Go back to the Plant View Design tab and click on Automatic Define of Line Route. See Figure
16.

Figure 16
This produces a window labeled Select Vertex Points. See Figure 17.
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Figure 17
In the column Vertices Attribute of this window use the pull down menu to find the edited item V200
which was filled in the Attributes (Obstacles) Table. See Figure 18.

Figure 18
Under List of Vertex Points, click on 0 : Start, then click on the arrow pointing toward the left and the
window will be displayed as follows:
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Click Apply/Set Line Route, and a white trace of the proposed TL routing will be displayed on the screen
as follows:

Step 12: On the tab labeled Plant View Design in the Graphical Interface. See the following
figure:
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Click on the Setting Plan View icon and a two tab window will open. See the following figure.

Click on the Graphics Tab.
Using this tab the designer selects all the options associated with the TL routing that can be used
by the software calculations and that can be displayed on the computer screen as follows:
•
•
•
•

Show XYZ Points
Show TL Routing
Show Surveyed Points
Show Structures Distribution
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For example, place a check mark on Label to allow visualization of labels at each XYZ point,
and in this way one can easily identify the names at each point (vertices, special points
highlighted, derivations, and others). Another example: Place a check mark on Deflection
Angles to later show a TL deviation angle in each vertex, along its route. Place a check mark on
Show Line Routing to show the TL on the screen.
The information selected in the Graphics Tab can be saved by clicking the Accept button, and
then the Setting Plan View window closes.
Open the Setting Plan View again and click on the Calcs and Plans Tab.
Using this tab the designer selects options that affect the display of the TL error margin of
routing calculations (offset of profile points). Also, the settings in the Calcs and Plans tab affect
the display of text height for XYZ surveyed points and structures, and the scale for DXF export
of drawings. See the following figure:

Examples:
•

Offset of Profile Point: Its default value is 1. This indicates that all the points located
within 1 unit of length towards the left, and within 1 unit of length towards the right of
the TL routing are considered as points belonging to the topographic profile. The offset
lines are shown on the screen as dash thin lines, and all points outside these lines are
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•
•

omitted. The TL designer can modify the offset width according to the degree of
precision given by the topographic surveyors.
Side Profiles: Is the horizontal distance between the TL axis and the right and left lateral
profiles. Additionally, the Offset of Side Profiles Points can be defined.
Display of Text Height: Is an option that helps with screen visualization of the TL Plan
View items.

The information selected in the Calcs and Plan Tab can be saved by clicking the Accept
button. The Default saving option is not activated in the DLTCAD Demo.
After doing Step 12 and viewing the data points in the screen, the check marks on each of the
Settings Plan View windows can be activated or deactivated at any time during the
remaining of the design process.
Step 13: After completion of Step 12, right click the mouse and use the zoom and panning options of the
popup windows to verify the Plan View settings selected. See Figures 19, 20, 21.

Figure 19
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Figure 20

Figure 21
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Final Step: Right click the mouse and use zoom all to display again the TL Plan View routing shown in
Figure 19 above. Exit the popup window.

While the graphical interface is still selected on the Plant View Design tab, click on Calculated Profile to
display on the screen the Topographic Profile View of the proposed TL.

At the bottom of the screen you will find buttons to toggle back and forth between TL Plan View routing
and TL Topographic Profile View. Continue with Tutorial No. 2.
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